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Secure and reliable
with private connectivity to major Cloud Service 
Providers (CSPs)

Speedy direct connectivity
to leading CSPs and Internet Exchanges

Flexible and scalable
supporting business growth and unpredictable needs

Reduced complexity 
of connecting to multiple CSPs via a single managed, 
end-to-end solution

Cost-effective
allowing you to choose from 50M to 1G bandwidth

Simplified operations
through one-stop monitoring and integrated billing

Drive performance with direct connectivity to global cloud services

Simplify & Accelerate 
Cloud Access



The business benefits of cloud computing are substantial but concerns around security, performance and flexibility result 
in a dilemma between employing public and private clouds.

While it is possible to achieve a balance through bypassing the Internet to connect directly to global Cloud Service 
Providers (CSPs), it is often costly and complex. Connections to multiple CSPs come with multiple configurations and 
service-level agreements (SLAs). 

StarHub Cloud Connect is a one-stop, simple solution providing a direct connection from your organisation’s infrastructure 
to world-leading CSPs such as Amazon Web Service (AWS) and Microsoft Azure.

With StarHub Cloud Connect, you can simplify and accelerate cloud access to seamlessly drive digital transformation for 
your business.

One-stop solution providing a direct connection to the Cloud

Why StarHub Cloud Connect

Overcome Enterprise IT Challenges with StarHub Cloud Connect

Complexity of
Connecting Multiple

CSPs

Connecting multiple
CSPs efficiently is highly
complex and expensive

Existing
Enterprise

IT Challenges

StarHub
Cloud 

Connect
One-stop connectivity

solution that simplifies
the process

Global Reach

Finding a global Service
Provider that scales up

is a challenge

Connect to cloud seamlessly
to your overseas offices
easily with cost-effective
and scalable bandwidth

Reliability
& Performance

Cloud services are
very sensitive to

quality of service &
experience issues

Ultra secure & reliable
as it’s built on a private

connection to major
Cloud Service Providers

for low latencies

Remove the 
complexities of 
connecting to multiple 
CSPs by employing a 
single central console. 

Simplify
cloud access

Connect your private 
network to major 
CSPs via MPLS 
technology, delivering 
reliable and secure 
connectivity with low 
latencies.

Peace of 
mind

We protect your 
mission-critical data 
over our extensive 
network of 
carrier-grade fibre 
optic cables.

Secure 
network

Enjoy flexibility to 
scale up infrastructure 
and support new 
business growth and 
quicker deployment of 
new services.

Scalable 
solutions

Track usage and 
network utilisation 
from a central console 
with StarHub Cloud 
Connect’s performance 
monitoring and 
integrated billing to 
optimise cost efficiency.

Cost 
optimisation


